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INTRODUCTION

The claims of Wiloarr Mines Ltd are located 
on the boundary between Y/llkle and Carr townships, 
about 6 miles north of the Town of Matheson on the 
T.N.O. Railway, A fairly pood motor road extends from 
Matheson to the property, Most of the ground is oo- 
vered by second growth alders, poplars and birch trees j 
some of it is open farm land.

The survey described in this report v/as per 
formed for a group of raining companies financing the 
development of the Wiloarr property. Our thanks are due 
to Messrs. W. H. Emens, who supervised the work for the 
account of Anglo-Huronlan Ltd and to O.W* Knight of the 
Oyril Knight Prospecting Co. who supplied us with geolo 
gical data helpful to the interpretation of the magnetic 
results. A certain amount of diamond drilling was done 
during the performance of the survey and the information 
thus gathered considerably facilitated our work of inter 
preting the geophysical results.



Our field parties, including line cutters, 
chain men, two magnetometer crews* eto., stayed at 
Vlllcarr between May 23 and September 86, 1944. Most 
of this time they were under the direction of Dr.L. Masse*. 
The area surveyed covered a strip of land 86,700 feet 
long anfl varying In width from 8000 to 4500 feet. It 
represents a total of 8868 acres.

The main object of the survey was to outline 
under a heavy mantle of overburden, the north contact 
of a bait of sediments, which is assumed to extend from 
the Porcupine district into Quebec, The strong fault 
v;hloh usually accompanies the sedimentary contact and 
Its behaviour in the vicinity of granitic intrusions 
VMS sought in particular. The study of the complicated 
pattern of diabase dykes and cross fractures was another 
aim of the survey.

aioLooy
The most striking feature of the property is 

that it is alraost entirely covered by glacial drift. 
Vie made it a special point to examine all known rock 
outcrops. These were mapped again using as a control 
the network of picket lines cut for the survey. The 
entire grid of picket linea v/as searched for possible 
unknown exposures. This was done first by the regular 
magnetometer crevfs and then by a prospector especially 
employed for tho purpose.

The sedimentary belt, the north contact of 
v/h i oh pa&BOB through the Wiloarr property, is known to 
extend West to the Porcupine gold camp and East at least 
15 miles to Guibord township. There is considerable 
geological evidence to support the theory that the same 
belt extends as far as the Beattie Mine in Quebec and 
even further Bast Into Manneville and Figuery townships.

The fault zone accompanying the north contact 
of thle sedimentary belt and known as the "Pipestone 
Fault" le a major structural feature and it Is not 
surprising that (sold deposits are found along it or in 
its immediate vJcinltv.

l

At the property of Montolerg M.in.f s, which se A 
studied JbJDfiteeh..i?4S and 1944, the Pipestone faulTis fi'y j
up to 800 feet v/i.de and le characterised by a wide but 
low ro'ar.netlc anomaly.* Numerous diabase dykes of
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^,....^ are very often stopped or 
dTe f reeled by the wide"" KOne of soft rooks lying between 
harder and much raore brittle Keewatin and Timiskamlan 
formations.

At v/iloarr both diamond drilling and magne 
tometer survey results show the fault to be much lees 
pronounced and most of the younger diabase dykes oroas 
it with but little or no deflection,

gOOHOMO

There are in Northern Ontario and adjoining 
areas of Quebec two major gold bearing belts which lie 
along important east-west fractures following contacts 
bot\veon Keewatin volcanics and Tiralskamian sediments*

The distribution of gold deposits along these 
belt  Is far from being uniform. It appears that gold 
deposits are concent rated in certain particular sections, 
where tbo main fault has been subjected to orose frac 
turing ( thin le the case at the old Croesus mine, the 
Cadillac Q'Brien, etc) or where brittle rocks are found 
in the vicinity of the fault. These may be either por 
phyritic intruslves as at Kirkland Lake, or conglome 
rates ae at Pamour and the neighboring properties or 
carbonates as at Kerr- Add eon and OheBterville.

In the light of general considerations out 
lined above, the problem of finding ore at Wlloarr is 
twofold t

1. Firstly the sedimentary contact and the 
Pipestone fault is to be located with as much accuracy
as possible.

S, Secondly granitic intrusives In the vicinity 
of the contact should be outlined and other favorable 
local conditions such as cross-fracturing, carbonati 
zation etc sought.

Prior to our survey and to the diamond dril 
ling campaign v.hioh was started this summer and Is 
still in progress, some gold-bearing mineralization 
was known to exist on the Vfiloarr property, this was 
found on the claims previously owned by Carlo Mining 
Syndicate.
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Tho Carlo showing const etc of a number of 
quartz veins striking south of east i.e. roughly 
parallel to the contact and located in altered, car 
bonated volcan Ice, Very short, but quite high grade 
or  ehootB were opened up by trenches and test pits, 
This area, which Ile e between lines 60 and 69 East of 
the network of magnetometer survey stations, was quite 
intensively drilled during the present season; the 
results of the d ri 3 3 Ing were rather disappointing as 
they failed to outline any substantial masses of ore.

The importajioe of the Carlo showing it ra 
ther of an indicative nature, proving that the general 
area of the Wiloarr property was subjected to the In 
flux of gold bearing solutions which can be expected 
to have formed ore deposits In any sections of the 
Eone where structural conditions would be particularly 
favorable , s

BURVKY . HISITI/TS

All th  results of the survey are 
on a 300 ft-to-the~inch map attached to thic report. 
Technics! information recording the methods ueed in 
the perfemic nee of the survey and all data concerning 
tho netv'ork of measurement Btations are to be found 
in the appendix. For the convenience of description 
all magnetic anomalies having any geological slfnifl- 
canoe are jerked. by letters and number  on the attached 
map and referred to accordingly in this report.

Diabase Dykes

Previous to our survey only 4 diabase dykes 
having an approximately North-South strike were Kiiown 
to occur on the property. Tho survey disclosed and 
outlined 85 North-South dykes and S major NE-SW dykes 
even the possibility of the existence of which wag not 
suspected prior to the magnetic work. It le Quite pos 
sible that a number of narrow dykes may have remained 
undetected by the magnetometer survey because of the 
heavy mantle of overburden. All the magnetic anomalies 
interpreted as being due to diabase dykee are marked en 
the reap with a capital D and an identification number.

The main effect of the numerous diabase dykes 
is that they muBk almost completely the weak magnetic
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anomalies caused by the contacts of the greenstone 
v.'ith th0 sediments and the granitic intrusions,

From the magnetic point of view these N-S 
dykes Rive rise to quite regular positive anomalies
varying in intensity from 100 to 500 gammas. The 
Ng-BW dykes discovered at the west end of the proper 
ty produce magnet i e anomalies e^nerally exceeding 
1000 gaTKMB and in some instances attaining 1700 
gammas.

Geologically the few known out o rope of the 
north-south dykes show ordinary d l abase, while a 
sample obtained f. roan a diamond drill hole on the neigh- 
boring property show that the KK-3W diabase dykee have 
a somewhat unueual composition v/lth considerable biotite 
and apatite present in addition to the ordinary oons- 
tituents of olivine diabase.

Structurally the diabase dykes occur In y 
groups eo that areas where they ere numerous and lo 
cated close to one another alternate with fairly long 
Intervals where only the oocasionnal dyke IB preoent. 
Although it le generally admitted that the intrusion 
of diabase took place after the gold deposition it is 
quite possible that some of the dykes followed frac 
tures of much older age and therefore in areas where 
diabase dykee are numerous cross-fracturing may have 
occurred not only during the period of their intrusion, 
but also Rt the time of ore deposition,

The usefulness of the magnetometer survey In 
outlining the. diabase dykes was threefoldi

First, a knowledge of the location of the dykesmay 
save considerable drilling that might otherwise have 
been done uselessly through di abas*} for Instance, 
during the latter part of our survey, a drill hole was 
started on the neighboring property near the V/est 
boundary of WJloarr and traversed several hundred feet 
of diabase underlying Anomaly D 24.

Second, the shape of the dykes, their bending and 
interruptions served, as explained further on, to de 
termine from the magnetic results the approximate 
location of the main Keewatin-Timiskamlan contact and 
of the Pipestone- fault*



Third, it is pOBsible that agglomerations of dia 
base dykes denote tt re ae of old, and therefore econo 
mically Interesting, zones of cross-fracturing,

As R general rule anomalies marked D are 
quite well defined on the map attached to this report 
and individual description le not necessary. Magnetic 
profiles over diabase are positive in all their parts, 
Indicating that the dykes are raagnetleed in the usual 
 way and have a vertical dip,

The magnetic pattern is extremely complicated 
in the area located betv/eon diabase dykes D9 and D18. 
We endeavored to give the bent possible geological 
interpretation of the magnetic map, but it must be ad 
mitted that in some cases the multiplication of magne 
tic reactions v/ould permit the placing of certain con 
tacts In wore than one position. Strong negative ma 
gnetic minima encountered on the north base line (N20) 
on line IS IS and on cross line N 10 between lines lg 15 
and 15 E could indicate either Irregularly shaped con 
tacts and snail spurs of the dyke DI l or the presence 
of negative magnetic poles near the surface of the dyke.

Magnetic values over the NX-SW dykes oorrespon- 
ing to anomalies D24 and P 87 Indicate them to be split 
the first near its NE end and the other at the West boun 
dary of the property where it probably approaches the 
"Pipestone Fault".

Dykes represented by Anomalies D35 and 086 in 
tersect the large NE-SW dyke DB4. We made a certain amount 
of detail measurements to try and establish the relative 
ages of these dykes. The results of this test were incon 
clusive, with no clues whatsoever in the case of D86 and a 
slight indication supirestlng that D25 may be younger than 
DS4.

Ba rt

A number of rather weak anomalies having a 
strike parallel to the main contact were outlined by the 
magnetic survey; they are marked on the map Aj B, O, P,
O, H, I, J, K and L,

Anomalies F and O are known from outcrops 
and diamond drilling to be due to slightly magnetic 
bandti of volcanic rodks comprised In the greenstone 
complex and located approximately 800 feet North of
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the contact with the sediments.

We Interpret Anomalies A, B, C, H, X. J, as 
being duo to similar volcanic rooks. Nevertheless 
the possibility remains that some of them may repre 
sent Intrusive dykee of some kind, This applies to 
Anomalies A, B and O in particular, because they do 
not quite conform to the general strike, but it must 
be kept in mind that in this particular area the 
Pipestone fault i B known to swing toward the south,

The significance of anomalies K and t Is 
somewhat doubtful. Their Intensity Is of the saw* 
order as that produced by diabase dykes, but no such 
dyke was ever encountered with the same strike 
(N-75MY); furthermore, they are short, while diabase 
dykes usually extond over a distance of several 
thousand foot. They are both adjacent to the same 
greenstone-sediment contact and therefore occupy po 
sitions where a certain amount of magnetite or 
pyrrhotite mineralization might have been brought In 
through the Pipestone fault. Finally they could be 
due to metamorphism of volcanic rooks near the 
Pipestone fault with formation of secondary magnetite.

Numerous very weak east-west magnetic ano 
malies were noticed in several sections of the surveyed 
area. Detail measurements between lines 1SJBW and 147W 
as well as between lines 6W and 18W proved that they 
have an East-West trend and therefore are probably due 
to slight variations in the magnetic properties of 
different bands of volcanic rooks.

. Pi pji s tone, rf aul tr

The location of this gone, which seems to 
coincide with the main volcanic-sedimentary contact, 
was one of th  main objects of the magnetometer survey. 
Seven miles Wept of ?fi3carr, on the Montolerg and 
Bird properties, the Pipestone fault was characterised 
by a weak, but foirly consistent, magnetic anomaly. 
lin fortunately this is not generally the case at 
Wilcarr where although a distinct fault fcone exists 
at the K'eevM tin -Timiskamian contact It is far from 
being ae v;ide and as strongly altered as at Montolerg. 
Nevertheless a careful study of certain Indirect clues 
disclosed by the magnetometer survey led us to indicate 
the approximate position of the Keewatln-Timiakamlan
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contact and of the Pipestone fault. This assumed 
location Is indicated on the map by a dotted line 
marked a, b, c, d, e, f, r,, i, j, k, l, la, nn, o, p 
and q.

Four raaln Indirect clues were used j

1. Usually the magnetometer readings are more 
uniform South of the fault zone. This is probably 
due to G more homogeneous composition of the timiskamian 
sediraeirts as compared to the Keewatin greenstones which 
usually contain bands slightly more magnetic than others.

B. In certain sections of the area surveyed there 
seems to be an actual difference of average magnetic 
values on either side of the fault, readings on the 
sediments being slightly lower.

8, The numerous diabase dykes occurring in the 
area, although definetely younger than the Pipestone 
fault show a characteristic bending where they inter 
sect it. It would appear that the fractures later 
f i 1. led with diabase were refracted when passing 
through the softer rooks contained in the fault zone, 
The most striking example of such a deflection occurs 
between lines 135W and 92W where the major NE-SW dyke 
D24 wae deviated more than 4000 ft. from its course. 
Almost all the North-South diabase dykes are sllphtly 
bent near the Pipestone fault.

4. A certain nuraber of dykes stop at the fault. 
At Montclerg,v;here the fault fcone wae much wider and 
stronger the majority of the dykes ended at the pipe 
stone. At WU carr only D5, D8, D10 and possibly D80

DE l ara interrupted in a similar manner.

Going from West to Bast the position of the 
Pipestone foul t Is determined as follows;

A) Between a and o by anomaly "L and the deflection 
of the DS4 dlfib&be dyke,

B) Between c and e by the low magnetic values 
South of ccl, by Anomaly K and the deflection of the 
dyke D23.

C) Betv/een e and h our interpretation Is based 
mainly on the bending of D19 and D28, On the basic 
of the magnetic results, the Pipestone fault may also
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follow anomaly J or pass between anomalies H and I, 
who r  It would be Indicated by the interruption of 
1)20 and DEI,

D) Between h and i the interpretation is compli 
cated by the multitude of dykes. Line li i is about 
the southern limit of where the contact can be expeo- 
tod juflrjin?; by the bending of dykes D10 and DU; on 
the other -hand, deflection of anomaly 012 would Indi 
cate that the Pipestone fault is located at about 
K-7 on line 188, It le possible that here some later 
faulting cor.fuaee etill further an already complex 
picture.

S) Between i and l the location of the greenstone- 
sediment contact and of the Pipestone fault IB deter 
mined by some widely spaced drill holes ae well ae by 
the characteristic bending of D4 and D6 and the inter 
ruption of D5,

F) Between l end ra the position of the fault IB 
known froia several drill holes and further indicated 
by tho parallelism with Anomaly O and the general 
strike of the greenstone outcropping in this section.

0} Betv;e n n and o the fault was intersected In 
diamond drill hole No. 9 about 800 feet South of 
Anosnly F, which eeams to correspond quite well to a 
faulted off portion of the volcanic horizon represented 
by Anomaly Q. The strike between n and o is assumed 
to be parallel to Anomaly F.

H) Finally, between p and q, the Pipestone fault 
is assumed to be parallel find either adjacent to, or 
South of,Arionaly A. The change in strike is indicated 
not only Magnetically but also by outcrops known to 
occur about one mile to the South-Bast.

OrQso-Fr!iACtu,rSti:.':.,or.,tM T'lpestono fault.

Tho Pipestone f mi 11 seaiau to be continuous 
over mont of the length of the property, but Hast Of 
the Carlo showing;, i.e. between lines 76K and 0113 a 
strong N-S fnult FJ.FI seems to be indicated by the 
displacement of Anomalies O and F and by the offset 
of the greens t one -sediment contact as suggested by 
diamond drill hole Ho, 9. The direction of the ma 
gnetic anomalies O and F as well as the strikes
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observed in a number of greenstone outcrops eeem to 
exclude the possibility that the contact might awing 
to the South from the Carlo showing.

The survey suggests the presence of another 
fault along diabase dyke DI*

Alone these two faults, the indicated fiispla 
ceraent Is considerable: 700 feet in the case of FjFj 
and even mor  along Anomaly DI, Drill hole No, 0 
co.U arod at station 83+50 E on line 6 N showed more 
alteration than any other drilled during the entire 

n carried out this year.

Tho cross-faults discovered by the survey 
are certainly younger then the Pipestone fault. The 
Important question to decide IB whether they origi 
nated a t the late Algoman age and arc therefore 
roughly contemporaneous with the gold deposits or 
whether they were formed much later at the time of 
intrusion of tho diabase dyke e. In spite of the fact 
that both faults seem to be approximately parallel to 
the diabase dykos and that one of them (Anomaly DI) 
i e probably at leteet in part actually intruded by 
diabaee, we consider it possible that the two cross- 
fractures were formed long before the diabase Intru 
sion, the main reason in support ofathis hypothesis 
being that the faults are located st bend where the 
general strike of the wain contact between the Keewatin 
greenstone and the Tiraiskamlan sediments changes from 
N 75 0 W to ap roxlmately K 45 0W. This bend we think 
originated during the general folding of the Precambrian 
rocks considerably earlier than the intrusion of diabase.

It is our opinion that both the Carlo show 
ing and the mineralization found north of Carlo may 
be structurally dependent on the J^F], fault*

If gold deposits are believed to exist In
the area where the Pipestone fault meets the fault 
*Vl" *^ would fc  logical to expect them to occur 
mainly as veins or ore bodies paralleling the Keewatin 
and Tiraiskamian formations, since on account of its 
strike and of the direction of displacement, the fault 
would have had the effect of compressing the f nu l t 
pjane, but of forming open fractures along the schis 
tosity. Considerable drilling should be done in the 
vicinity of fault FjFj.
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Numerous email out o r op B of more or less 
porphyritic granite ware known to ooour in the cen 
tral part of the eurveyed area. Unfortunately the 
magnetometer did not enable us to distinguish between 
the granite and the greenstone which eeem to possess 
almost Identical magnetic properties! Dianond dril 
ling done this summer showed that ISast of Line 39 I 
only small masses and dykes of granite are found 
north of the Pipestone Fault, Holes Nos. 18, 13, 14 
and 15 were almost entirely in granite, indicating 
that at least one large mass of granite lies between 
lines 361 and 18E,

It is worthy of note that the first large 
stock of granite discovered by diamond drilling coin 
cides with an agglomeration of diabase dykes* Whether 
this will prove to be a general rule remains to be 
seen, but If it does it will confirm the hypothesis 
that areas which were intensively fractured during 
the Intrusion of diabase were already struoturaly 
weak o,t much earlier periods.

readings North of the Pipestone 
fault show a m pi d gradual increase between lines 
18V/ and 84 W; It is 'probable that the Western contact 
of the granitic etock now being explored by d. d. holes 
Nos, 18 - 15 lies betv/eon lines 10W and 84 W.

Magnetic anomalies of doubtful origin

Several other anomalies of doubtful geolo 
gical sign!ricanoe were outlined by the survey.

Anomalies l and B? may be due to younger 
diabase dykes; having a NB-SW strike or to souse 
other intrusive rock. It might be noted that ( prior 
to the displacement along DI, they may have been 
part of the same mass later split up by the fault.

The origin of Anomalies X and Y which 
occur in sediments is unknown.
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SUMMAKY

The magnetometer survey covered 8868 acres 
extending along a strip of ground 86,700 feet long. 
It outlined 87 anomalies attributable to younger dia 
base dykes and 14 magnetic anomalies produced by other 
rook formations.

Although in most oases the main greenstone- 
sediment contact and the Pipestone Fault following It 
were not traceable fllreotly by magnetic methods, a 
careful study of the structural behaviour of the dia 
base dykes and the tracing of slightly magnetic green 
stone belts parallelling the Pipestone enabled us to 
indicate v/lth a reasonable degree of certainty and of 
accuracy the location of the Pipestone fault and to 
detect import ant and unsuspected cross-fracturing.

We wore unable to trace magnetically the 
contacts of the granitic intrusive masses.

The Pipeetone Fault, which is a very impor 
tant structural feature, and the existence of porphy 
ritic intrusions and cross- fracturing shows that gene 
ral geological conditions favoring gold deposition are 
present on the property. The high gold assays obtained 
over short sections at the Carlo showing establish the 
fact that gold-bearing solutions have circulated through 
the rocks of the area. A large prograjn of exploratory 
diamond drilling is warranted. This should be supple 
mented by raoro detailed work in areas where favorable 
conditions are disclosed by the exploratory drilling.

We reoo/mnend that the program of exploratory 
diamond drilling include the following!

1. Continuation of the oross-seotion presently 
being drilled In the granite mass between Anomalies 
DU and D38 until the Pipestone fault or the sediments 
are reached at the south.

S. A crosB-seotion starting at station UN on 
line 3W to be drilled South 15*W along the line until 
the Pipestone fault or the unaltered sediments are 
encountered.

3. A cross-section starting at L18 W 10 N to be 
drilled south 15"W along the line until the Pipestone
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fault le intersected,

4. A cross-section storting at 184 W 10 N to bc 
drilled -south 150 W along the line as far e B the 
Pipestone fault.

5. A orosB-Bection starting at L 147 W 7 K to be 
drilled South 1S CW alonf the line to out Anomaly L
end the Pipestone Fault.

In areas where large masses of granitic 
intrusive^ are found in contact with the Pipestone 
f cm H we would recoiirnend additional drilling not only 
at 45 fo , to cut the contact zone and possible parallel 
breaks, but also vertically in the intrusive rook to 
intersect subsiduury fractures vfoioh may originate 
in the solid intrusive at any angle to the main fnult.

6. AD. D. hole stertlng at station N 14 I/ 76 1C 
and drilled S lfi 0W until the pipestone or the unal 
tered sediments are encountered. This ho&e will prove 
or disprove tho existence of fault FiFi between line 
7515 and 8115, It should be supplemented by at least 
one and preferably two holes collared in sediments 
come 500 feot South of the above hole and drilled die 
"Kast until the greenstone is encountered. This should 
establish the strike of fault FI^I; a complete crose- 
eection should then be drilled on either side of thfS 
cross fault to explore the ore possibilities in the 
adjoining formations

7. The existence of a fault along Anomaly Di 
should be similarly proved or disproved by drilling one
hole toward the South from station I 90 K tf5 and ano 
ther in a S-35W direction from station H05 S 6 S, 
If faulting is establish^along the dyke, then complete 
cross-sections should be drilled on either side of it.
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APPBNMX

TECaiKIQ.U' DST AITS OF TKS ,^'\CWBTvCTj.B!TgR OTRVRY

The magnetic measurements were made along 
picket lines established at right angles to a main 
base line v/h i oh was started at the intersection of 
the Wilkie and Carr township boundary with the road
from MatheBon.

The base line was started in a direction 
S 750 K, tbe initial angle being taken from an obser 
ve t ion of the sun, To the east the base line was out 
with a transit to the intersection with the boundary 
between Car and Beatty townships and the government 
survey pout delimiting concessions V and VI of Carr 
twp was tied Into the eurvoy. To the west the base 
lino was cut ae a usual picket line for 16600 feet 
and surveyed subsequently with a transit. The transit 
survey stations with ehalnapes and bearings are marked 
on the map. A north-south line was encountered bet 
ween lines lSOW and 153W and It was assumed that this 
lin  represented the property boundary. Surveying of 
this Sine showed it to have a bearing of N 6" 85* W, 
v/hich would indicate that it is probably a line cut 
by sowa prospectors and It does not represent the 
boundary between lots 10 and 31. The line marked on 
the map ae Cone. I/I1 would not be a true survey line 
either.

Line O WPS run with a transit In a N 150 K 
direction and secondary base lines at N 30 t K SO and 
8.10 f.. B 80 wore set off with a transit.

All other lines wore started from the main 
base line with a square bard, but as the dictanoe 
between the intersections of all the lines with the 
North and South base lines were carefully chained in, 
the location of all. measurement stations on the map 
is quite accurate and any of the lines could eventually 
b  reestablished on the ground.

All chainages except the regular 100 and 
50 foot intervals are marked on the map.

Pickets left on the ground are all carefully
numbered.
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Mra? v notio measurement stations established 
at WU carr can be classified as follows!

A. Hoa0ure!ii,en.t ^sjba tions^ .of tlie 1100^0, ^netwoi^c

li Bn se stations SO

S, General network of iiemsureroent 
stations ft t 100-ft. intervale 
along the regular 300-ft. spaced 
linee perpendicular to the base 3489

5460

B . De t airl me asar emen t st at i one

3. Intermediate measurements 
at 50-ft. intervals on 
general network lines 149

4. Stations on intermediate lines 378

D. Measurement stations on cross
parallel to the main base 838 _____ 1858

.:.t** t...,' Total measurement stations 4888
^
" Several hundred check measurements were 

on bases and on ordinary stations.

taken on the ground with two 
Askania ma^netoraeterB, measuring the variations of 
the vertical component of the natural magnetic field. 
The instruments were set for rocking precise measure- 
wentB, with thoir scale constants considerably reduced 
and their temperature coefficients practically annul3.ed 
Ivy conrpons 'tioiu Temperature corrections and daily 
variation corrections ware applied generally and base 
stations were occupied by each instrument at least 
5 times de fly*

The sensitivity of the magnetometers used at 
Wilcarr was of about 3 gammas, but, due to small errors 
introduced by dally magnetic variations, the survey oan 
be considered accurate within about *10 gaflimas. The 
total value of the vertical component of the earth's
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nngnetic field In the district is of about 59,000 
gamma*;, the total intensity being of 60,000 gatamas 
and the Inclination of about

All raeasureraents were referred to an 
arbitrary base located at station O line O and con- 
side rod to have a 0,0 gamraa value,

Tho Hip^netio value e plotted on the map 
accompanying thle report ere expressed in giwunae 
(l gamma * 1/100,000 Oauee, C, O. S, unit).

Graphically, the magnetic results are pre 
sented in the f ona of profiles projected on the map 
and drawn o t three different eoalee of 200, BOO and 
1000 saramas to the Inch, depending on the sine of 
the anoraft!! lee encountered. The various contacts wore 
located and individual anomalies outlined by the 
application of the inflexion-point rule and comparison 
of the tjurvey curves with master curves constructed 
with values obtained from theoretical formulae for 
typical "inertial ies.

/on
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